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she buried her head in her black-and-white-checkered pillowcase and spent the rest of the night weeping. what did this mean? what had she done? why was she punished? why, if all the world didnt see and acknowledge the sorrows of others, should she be a guilty criminal? in vain she attempted to recall her first reflection when she awakened next morning.
she had forgotten it; she had forgotten everything about herself. returning to her room she seated herself on the floor; she tried to repeat it all and then suddenly she saw the miraculous fulfillment of her prayer. an expression of love passed over her heaving bosom. if only he would take her for his wife, and she, a girl of seventeen, could call herself the wife of
a man who would put himself to such a death! it was all dark and all clear at once. she got up, slowly and softly, and opened her window. she could hear the church bells ringing in the distance. a small stream was running below; she dined on strawberries in the garden, and the next day she mailed the letter to her mother. contemporary russian literature was
deeply touched by these novels. they were translated into many languages and in many countries. andrassovsky made a poetic masterwork out of this novel for the stage. this was his first drama, and it impressed those who saw it with its originality, its intense drama. he presented the tragedy of the divorce in its fullness. im not going to go into the nature of

jewish mysticism. theres another tim thats going to do that. im just going to focus on this idea of the vessel because i think it speaks so deeply to us as human beings. and its something weve been looking at a lot this year, but it really resonates for me. the way of creation thats the way i tend to think about the world, is through the lens of a vessel. ive spent a
lot of time looking at the way you use a vessel to make something. and youre going to use it like this. this is actually cracked. look at it, it says. and then youre going to use it to make something. and it was given like that and here you go, and youre going to fill it up. and there you go, and that is life. and thats the way of being in the world. it is, its nothing. it is

light, and then it is broken into every little piece, and youre going to create with it. and then youre going to use that creation and be used by it. and thats the way of life.
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the agorian battleplex: the agorian battleplex was founded by the leader of the agorian tribe, bjornstjorn. the agorian battleplex has a traveling circus that they use to entertain the masses. they are a nomadic society, continually on the move from one system to another. theirs is an advanced society with many amazing inventions, and their society is based on
order, efficiency, and a lack of emotion. they are an aggressive people and are known to engage in galactic-scale battles with other species. there are agorian clans all over the galaxy, and their society is based on order, efficiency, and a lack of emotion. theirs is a warrior culture, and their society is highly structured and they rarely leave their system. they also
go on missions to other systems to conquer them and take their resources. the agorian battleplex: the agorians have a traveling circus that they use to entertain the masses. the agorians are a tribe who live in the breegus system and are fond of combat, but they are also in-between bands and thus are known for their brazenness. they are known to often break

into other systems where they encounter other species, mostly humans, and engage in combat with them. they also engage in galactic-scale battles. they are dimwitted warlike creatures who abide by an asinine warrior code which they make up as they go along, usually to suit their own purposes. they are known to conquer civilizations at the slightest
provocation, and operate a traveling coliseum known as the agorian battleplex. the agorians are a nomadic society, continually on the move from one system to another. they have an advanced society with many amazing inventions, and their society is based on order, efficiency, and a lack of emotion. 5ec8ef588b
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